LA
FINCA
SANGUA
Finca Sangua is a very nice
finca of 85 hectares. You
might find a lot of trees and
animals like monkeys for
example. The owner is
willing to open the doors of
his property to show you
incredible biodiversity and
explain the importance of
protecting it.

LA FINCA
JILGUE ROS
This farm is an incredibly large
farm of 1600 hectares (divided
into 6 parts) and diversified with
primitive trees and many
animals. If you're lucky, you
might see jaguar or tapir and a
lot of birds too. After a short 5
kilometer walk in the jungle,
through the trees and through
natural waterways, you will enjoy
an unparalleled tranquility in the
midst of a magical biodiversity.
The project is to facilitate access
so that everyone can discover and
live this experience.

LA FINCA
DE
NAZARIO
This parcel of land belongs to
Mr Nazario and has 10
hectares. It is located in
Guápiles. It is a natural supply
of pure, potable water. It also
has many animals like
monkeys and toucans. In
addition, this farm produces
trees for handicraft carpentry.

This area is very important
for preserving water because
it is the main wildlife reserve
of guapiles.

LA FINCA
HALOVA
This farm is called Halova and is
very large as 230 hectares. This
farm is very close to Tortugero
Park. We can see there many trees
and vegetation crossing the rivers,
and venturing into the grounds one
can find various animals such as
monkeys, crocodiles...
After embarking on a small boat,
Asdrúbal Cambronero Alvarado
introduced us to this estate and the
neighbor’s area, and explained the
project, which consists of creating a
tourist area like the Parque
Tortugero.

LA FINCA
DE FAMILIA
OTAROLA

Family Otarola's farm has 97
hectares of nature, trees and
many animals too. If you go in
this area, you could enjoy the
environment similar to
Tortugero because the property
is very close to the national
park. Jaguar, monkey, tapir or
crocodile, live in harmony
together on an icreible farm
with primary trees. You might
also find many birds like
toucan for example.

